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Asquith, moonshine.1 Morley himself, who two years earlier had
promised to support that claim, was probably more directly
instrumental than anyone else in defeating it. Not only was his old
backer determined not to serve under Harcourt, he was doubtful
whether he could serve with him. The whole Liberal Press endorsed
this estimate of the Chancellor of the Exchequer's disabilities,
and rallied to Rosebery, not as an ideal, but as the only possible
alternative choice.
Lord Rosebery accordingly took his seat on what he was to
describe later as " the most uneasy throne in Europe since that of
Poland." The only material change he made in the personnel of the
Ministry was to appoint Lord Kimberley his successor at the Foreign
Office; an appointment which incensed Morley and helped with
other factors gradually to urge him back into the arms of Harcourt*
He seems to have thought that Rosebery had undertaken that the
Foreign Minister should be in the Commons, and professed to have
been " tricked.3' It was rumoured that he had coveted this port-
folio for himself. However this may be, seeds were then sown of
distrust and dislike between leading members of the Government
which were to bear a pestilent harvest in the next few years.
Asquith's remark that no one could call this Cabinet a pleasant
one in which to sit was well within the truth. To begin with, the
Government majority, precarious and meagre from the start, was
steadily disintegrating. Its members were like Polar explorers
marooned on a melting ice-floe. Such a situation can be rendered
endurable by a spirit of sweet reasonableness and loyal comradeship
among its victims. So far, however, was this condition lacking, that
within a few months the Prime Minister and the Leader of the
House of Commons were literally not on speaking terms, com-
municating with one another, when they did so at all, through a dis-
tracted intermediary. Moreover, the Parliamentary (J6but of the
new Ministry was inauspicious in the extreme, It was marked by
two fiascos, recorded in Asquith's diary with his usual economy of
words:
 12	March.   House met.  Heard Rosebery in H, of L,  His faw <pa$.
 13	March.   Labby's amendment carried by 147 to 145*
 14	March.   Cabinet.   Labby rescinded*
Lord Rosebery's f<mc pas 'was of course his pronouncement that
" before Irish Home Rule is conceded by the Imperial Parliament,
England, as the ^predominant member of the partnership of the
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